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HEMLOCK: ITS PLACE IN THE
SILVICULTURE OF THE
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND FOREST
INTRODUCTION
EASTERN hemlock (Tsuga Canadensis) has been considered in thepast of negligible value as a timber tree in comparison with its asso-
ciates. This idea persists in spite of the fact that either virgin or second
growth hemlock of merchantable size is readily salable for a variety of
products.
The beneficial effect of hemlock, when growing in mixture with and in
subordinate position to other species, upon the quality of the timber pro-
duced by these species1 and upon the total yield per acre2 has been recog-
nized. For resthetic purposes and as a protective cover on watersheds2 the
value of hemlock is admitted. But as a forest crop hemlock has not been
favored in contrast to other trees.
The objections commonly urged against favoring eastern hemlock in
forest crop production are the alleged slow growth of the tree and low com-
merGial value of the product.
Observations extending over a period of years have led the authors to
the belief that such sweeping condemnation of hemlock, as a tree to en-
courage in forestry practice, was not justified when applied to the entire
range of the species. In southern New England at least ,a different view-
point should be taken.
To strengthen these observations with more definite information a study
was initiated in the spring of 1923 to determine whether helulock should
be favored as a commercial species in the forests of southern New Eng-
land. During the last year Mr. Perry H. Merrill, one of the auth6rs, has
devoted his entire time to the investigation. This report presents results
which it is felt justify an affirmative answer to the general problem studied.
The study is considered as a preliminary investigation which must be
followed by more intensive work to develop in detail the facts which
control the production of hemlock timber crops.
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REGION COVERED BY THE STUDY
T HE inves:igatio~ was confined to a small f~action of the extensive. geographIcal range of eastern hemlock whIch covers most of the
northeastern United States extending west to Minnesota and southward to
northern Georgia. Field work was centered in the region adjacent to New
Haven, Connecticut, but data were taken in nearly all sections of Con-
necticut and near West Point, New York.
The forest region within which the results are applicable is the Con-
necticut Hardwoods3 or Sprout Hardwoods4 region, which may be de-
scribed as a zone along the Atlantic Seaboard in which the prevailing
growth is composed of oaks and chestnut as the dominating elements. This
includes the southwestern corner of Rhode Island, most of Connecticut
except a strip on the northern border of the state, southeastern New York
extending up the Hudson River Valley beyond Albany, and the northern
half of New Jersey.5 See Figure I.
As ·contrasted to the white pine country adjoining to the north and
northeast and to the Catskill and Northern Appalachian forest to the west
(all of which regions contain hemlock), the oak and chestnut mixture
forms an entirely different forest region. Here hemlock either meets new
associates or mingles with the same species found in other regions but
under different silvical conditions.
Approximately 13,000,000 acres are included, of which 40 per cent
(5,000,000 acres) are estimated to be wooded.
ORIGINAL AND PRESENT FOREST CONDITIONS
T' 0 appraise correctly the relations existing to-day between hemlockand other forest trees, knowledge is essential as to the original
.forest conditions and the changes which have occurred since settlement of
the country.
The forests of southern New England at the time of the first white
settlement were mainly hardwoods-oak, chestnut, hickory, maple, ash,
birch, and beech with a mixture of hemlock and in places some white and
pitch pines. Such a mixture in which hemlock, hard maple, beech, oak,
ash, and chestnut were present is considered to be the general climatic
climax type. With variation in physiographic conditions the amount of hem-
lock may have risen sufficiently to form pure stands over small areas or
6
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The beech and sugar maple are the only hardwoods in this regio~ which
surpass hemlock in ability to endure shade.6 Other factors than shade
enter in to affect the composition of the climax forest, and probably would
result in retaining permanently a large proportion of the less tolerant
hardwoods, principally oaks. Moore, et al.,7 has s~own that hemlock in
pure stands is lessmesophytic than a hardwood forest. This is not incon-
sistent with hemlock occupying a prominent place in the climax forest.
Although in general vegetation develops in a successional series to more
mesophytic forms, yet, as .shown by Nichols,S the climax is not necessarily
more mesophytlc than certain preceding stages in a successional series.
Unfortunately, it is now too late to determine by direct observation and
measurement the climax forest. No longer do examples of the original
forest exist. Numerous artificial influences introduced and kept in opera-
tion during nearly three centuries of settlement have obliterated the
original forest and produced stands of quite different composition and
character.
The effect on the relative position of hemlock in the forest has been
pronounced. Repeated cuttings have occurred on nearly all forest areas.
Usually these cuttings have completely removed the entire forest growth
because of the demand from early colonial times for fuel wood and for
wood to be used in the manufacture of iron, brass, bricks, and lime. Many
of the hardwood species sprout well from the stump. Consequently prolific
sprout reproduction has followed the cuttif1gs. Species which sprouted best,
like chestnut, increased greatly in the second growth forests as contrasted
with the poorer sprouting hardwood species· and particularly as compared
to non-sprouting species of which hemlock was one.
D nless hemlock was able to establish a crop of seedlings in the stand
at the time of clear cutting there was little chance of ·representation in the
stand after cutting.
If, as frequently happens, hemlock seedlings do germinate and ·develop
under the hardwood, even the lightest forest fire sweeping through kills
the seedlings and eliminates hemlock from the next crop. Hemlock of .all
sizes on account of its thin bark and shallow root system is more susceptible
to fire than competing hardwoods.
This process of clear cutting and repeated surface fires ultimately
eliminate the hemlock from the forest. Extensive areas of forest land are
in such condition to-day, although of the same character as other forested
areas containing hemlock.
In situations partially protected from clear cuttings and fires hemlock
8
Fig. 2. An evenaged pure hemlock stand 98 years of age
and falling in height grow-th midway between the 70 feet
and 80 feet at 80 years' classes. Yield is 39,000 feet board
measure per acre. This stand is growing on level land near
N e,v Haven, Connecticut.
Fig. 3. Pure evenaged hemlock on a gentle slope. Age of
the stand is 64 years, height 59 feet, and yield 15AOO feet
board measure. This picture is taken on plot 37·
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The first strip was run from Mt. Carmel, Connecticut, west to Seymour,
a distance of about nine miles. The area is rugged and is traversed by
several small streams. Hemlock was exceptionally scarce on the strip,
being found only in two localities along the banks of streams. The ab-
sence of hemlock is attributed to the fact that this entire area has been
heavily clear-cut and fire scars on old stumps are noticeable. Very little of
the hardwood was over 30 years old.
Strip no. 2 was run east from Montowese to a point beyond North Bran-
ford, a distance of six miles. Over a considerable portion of the area classed
as hemlock and hardwoods there were at least 20 hemlocks to the acre
ranging from reproduction to trees 6" in D.B.H. The results of fire were
very noticeable. On parts of the strip where only hardwoods were now
present, there were many old stumps, some of which were hemlock, that
had been scorched by fire. All traces of hemlock reproduction were absent
here. The site was the same as that adjacent where hemlock was thriving.
The figures taken on the strips indicate that a small percentage of the
forest is pure hemlock, and that a much larger percentage ranging from
4.8 to 36.3 has a mixture of hemlock with the hardwoods.
if fire protection is continued in the hardwood and hemlock stands the
hemlock gradually but surely, by further seeding and by development of
the trees already established, takes possession of the ground, forming a
continuous understory beneath the hardwood trees. It is conceivable that
the hemlock may persist until the hardwood deteriorates and then live on
as a pure hemlock stand, though the present pure stands of hemlock so
far observed originated in other ways.
USES OF HEMLOCK
H· EMLOCK is utilized in this region ~rirtcip~lly for dimensi?n lumber,and in recent years, within the terntory tnbutary to the hnes of the
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company, for railroad
ties. Various minor products such as piling, oyster poles, and charcoal con-
sume a small amount of material. Utilization of the wood as pulp wood
or of the bark for tanning purposes appears impracticable due to the
distance to manufacturing plants using these products.
In earlier times use of hemlock for tanbark was a large factor in the
profitable marketing of hemlock. But the tanneries have long ago moved
to other regions.




The eastern white pine and spruce are the chief woods of the North-
east with which hemlock has to compete. Present economic conditions
have a tendency to react in favor of hemlock. The virgin stands of spruce
are about exhausted and the second growth is in great demand by the
pulp and paper industry. It is improbable that spruce in the future will be
utilized extensively for lumber, since it will be worth more as pulp wood.
The decrease in the quantities of spruce should aid the hemlock market.
Eastern white pine is chiefly second growth material of low quality due
to the fact that it has grown in very open stands. A large quantity of pine
finds a ready market in the boxboard industry, while the better grades go
into such products as sash and blind stock for which hemlock is not suited.
The western firs, hemlock, and white pine are at present the strongest
competitors of the eastern hemlock, even with their long freight haul. The
factors which favor the western species are: quality, size, grade, and
manufacture of the product. The western lumber is cut from large virgin
timber so it produces more clear lumber. It is cut into longer lengths and
greater widths. This seems to be a strong point with the average car-
penter, because he dislikes short lengths. The western lumber is manufac-
tured in large stationary mills which do more exact work than the average
small portable mill. Thus, the thickness of the sawn product is more
regular, a factor in favor of the western woods. These factors work
against eastern white pine as well as hemlock.
There are some small builders who prefer hemlock for two reasons:
first, because it is suitable for building purposes, and second, because it
can be purchased more cheaply than other woods. There is such a small
quantity of hemlock on the market that the large dealers do not care to
handle it. Some companies which furnish ready-cut material for houses
use hemlock almost exclusively for rough construction purposes. This hem-
lock comes principally from Michigan. Tie sidings or the one-inch boards
secured as a by-product in sawing logs into railroad ties, are used chiefly
for boxboards, though some are sold locally to farmers for repairing fences
and buildings. Some operators have found that it is profitable to use their
sidings in houses which they build themselves and then sell.
Hemlock boxboards at present bring $28 to $30 per thousand. Dimension
brings from $35 to $45 per thousand, delivered a short distance from the
mill, depending upon the length, width, and quality. One-inch eastern




Practically all of the ties are cut at portable mills. They are delivered at
the railroad sidings where they may remain for some time before they are
loaded on the cars. The hemlock keeps well when piled, but the mixed
hardwoods are susceptible to fungous attack and decay rapidly if left
there long. All ..~~~.~.~..~~ .. ~ie~. ~:~ u~reosoted a~ .....~~~u ~(t~~J:~~4'~ u ~!~a!~I1k;plaIlt, ;"t'
since~~e~Eecies ' rs" riqt durable .in, theground ·~~e~i~ti~~ted,!~~~~1:>l~ .~
' 1~!h~!r~~p~~tp9uglas fir. The hardwoods are much more easily treated
'~fthough" the cost is about the same for both. Hemlock holds spikes or nails
well. It is mechanically less valuable than the hardwoods; however, this
does not make a great difference since the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad Company protects all its treated ties from mechanical
abrasion by the use of tie plates.
By most railroads it is not considered strong enough to withstand heavy
traffic, although experiments1} show that the life of a treated hemlock tie
may be as long as twenty years.
Old hemlock is likely to suffer from ring shake. This defect may not
be seen until the log is sawed into ties. When sawn the ties may fall to
pieces at once. If the defect is not seen at once the seasoning of the ties
and handling preparatory to laying in the track may cause the defective
wood to separate along the annual rings. In some cases the defect may
not develop until after the tie is put into service.
Ring shake is not of great importance in thrifty, second growth hemlock
less than 100 years of age.
Specifications which required all hemlock ties to be sawn from thrifty
young timber and to contain the center of the log would prevent the pro-
duction of shaky ties.
During the last few years the tie market 'consumed the greater portion
of the hemlock cut along the lines of the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad Company.
The average portable mill operator prefers to put his hemlock into
railroad ties rather than into small dimension material because of the
steadier market for the former and because payment for ties is likely to
be surer and quicker.
Furthermore, ties are easier to handle and cheaper to manufacture than
dimension material. Knottier, more crooked, and less sound timber .can
be utilized for ties' than for small dimension material. This fact was some-
times taken advantage of by cutting such shaky old hemlock into ties,
that the latter fell to pieces soon after manufacture.
In the summer of 192 4 producers were told that the New York, New
13
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PULP
Hemlock is used for the manufacture of pulp.lO However, at present
there are no mills near by and the supply is not great enough to warrant
the construction of such mills. It is possible that in the future it may be
freighted to mills in another region.
GROWTH OF HEMLOCK STANDS
FOR the purpose of ascertaining the production of hemlock as con-trasted to other species the construction of a yield table for pure
evenaged stands of hemlock was undertaken. As preliminary steps this
involved .the making of tables showing contents of hemlock logs in dimen-
sion stock and in ties, since these are the two major products utilized; and
then of volume tables showing the contents of standing trees of different
sizes.
LOG RULES
Only an 80 foot log length has been used in the log rules because this
is the standard tie length. The same length was kept in the dimension
stock log rule so that the results .when compared will be more consistent.
Further, the employment of short log lengths gives a high degree of
utilization when the entire tree is scaled.
The diagramll method was used in the construction of the tie log rule
because no mill could be found cutting any amount of hemlock logs over
20 inches in diameter, while values up to 26 inches were needed. Cirdes
from 7 to 26 inches in diameter were drawn and the number of different
sized ties plus the additional feet board measure obtained in the tie sidings
were determined for a log of each size. In logs above 13 inches in diameter
there are several possible ways of cutting which yield different numbers
and sizes of ties. These various combinations are given in the log rule.
In applying the log rule the combination which gave the greatest financial
return at present prices was used.
The results obtained for ·logs up to 20 inches in diameter were checked
by amill tally taken on 193 logs. As the figures secured by the two methods
fell close together it is fair to assume that the values secured by diagrams
for logs over 20 inches in diameter are correct. Table I shows the values
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YIELD TABLES
Following the construction of tables showing the contents of individual
logs and of standing trees the problem of developing a yield table for
pure second growth hemlock in evenaged stands was taken up. Plots were
selected in areas of evenaged hemlock and the necessary measurements
taken on each plot. Sixty-two plots were measured in evenaged stands
ranging in age from 12 to 130 years and on soils of different 1?Ioductivity.
Great difficulty was experienced ' in finding suitable plots. The usual
difficulties incident to employment of the temporary plot method in collect-
ing yield-table data were encountered to an abnormal degree due to certain
characteristics inherent to the hemlock and to restricted distribution of
the tree. Further discussion of this matter, together with details as to
the method of collecting and compiling the data, will be found in the
appendix, where also is listed a record of the individual plots measured.
The yield table as finally compiled is shown in Table V. The figures of
volume at different ages are considered conservative as an indication of
what can be produced in pure evenaged stands of hemlock. See Figs. 2
and 3.
Table V is divided into four quality classes. This division is not based
directly upon the customary separation into several so-called site qualities
labelled Site I, II, III, etc. Inst~.;1d the method proposed by William N.
Sparhawk12 was adopted. Under this plan the total height of dominant
trees at an arbitrarily selected age is taken as the basis of separation into
quality classes. In this study 80 years, which IS considered a desirable
rotation age, was taken as the age for classifying the heights. At this age
a range in average total height of dominant trees from less than 50 to
more than 80 feet was found. A ten-foot interval was arbitrarily selected
as the interval between quality classes and values were shown in Table V
for stands attaining respectively 50, 60, 70, and 80 feet inheig~twhen 80
years of age. .
In applying the yield tables it is necessary simply to find age and heIght







THE YIELD OF HEMLOCK STANDS
Table VI shows the current annual and mean annual increment per acre
of hemlock stands. The values were obtained from Table V; the figures for
mean annual increment being secured by dividing total volume by total
age and current annual increment by subtracting volumes at the begin-
ning and end of each ten..;year period and dividing the remainder by ten,
the number of years in the period.
The bold figure in each column is the high value for the particular
column.
It will be seen that current annual increment in cubic feet culminates
at 40 to 60 years, and in board feet at 60 years.
In the two lower quality classes mean annual increment in both cubic
feet and board feet increases up to I 10 years (the highest age shown in
the table), while in the two upper q1.lality classes mean ann-qal increment
in cubic feet culminates at 80 years and in board feet at 100 to 110 years.
THE YIELD OF HEMLOCK STANDS AS COMPARED WITH
ASSOCIATED SPECIES
T HE log rules, volume table~, and yield table furnish a basis for thecomparison of the growth of hemlock with that of the hardwood
species with which hemlock associates and with white pine, a species which
may be introduced artificially where hemlock now reproduces naturally.
Mixed hardwood stands in which oak predominates form the bulk of
the forest within the region studied. Considering the extent and importance
of the type, little definite information has as yet been secured on the sub-
j ect of its yield. Second Growth Hardwoods in Connectic1tt13 by E. H.
Frothingham, published twelve years ago, contains the most comprehensive
data. Unfortunately this bulletin was written when the chestnut was still
the chief commercial species and an abundant tree in ·the forest.
Frothingham, in his yield tables, distinguished three types: chestnut,
oak-chestnut, and oak. Only the figures for the oak type can be used in
comparing with hemlock stands since the death of the chestnut has ren-
dered worthless the values for the other two types.
The oak type is growing on sites quite similar to those on which the pure
hemlock stands were found.
Table VII shows the mean annual growth in cubic feet of pure stands of





SILVICULTURAL PRACTICE IN GROWING HEMLOCK
it is estimated that hemlock stands will produce, on rotations under 60
years, 50 per ·cent of the yield of white pine, and on rotations above 60
years, 60 per cent.
Figures for production in feet board measure of oak stands are too
fragmentary to permit of. satisfactory comparison with hemlock and
pine. Frothingham13 in his study of the oak type, measured only a few
plots having yields in feet board measure. The most productive of these
was a 53 year old stand on Quality II site which had a mean annual
growth of 130 feet board measure per acre. The writers know of no in-
stance where oak stands have shown a mean annu£tl growth rate of more
than 200 feet board measure per acre. In the lack of more conclusive data
it is estimated that oak stands will produce from 40 to 60 per cent of the
yield in feet board measure secured in hemlock stands.
The final conclusion accepted is that hemlock in yield occupies a position
intermediate between oak and white pine stands.
Hemlock, from all data now available, is evidently a more productive
tree than oak. The fact that hemlock is not so productive as white pine is
of less significance, since the hemlock and pine .do not compete directly
with one another in the region considered. Pine is of infrequent occurrence.
To become of commercial value, pine must be introduced artificially and
maintained at considerable expense against hardwood competition. In
contrast, hemlock reproduces naturally and can endure and survive hard-
wood competition.
SILVICULTURAL PRACTICE IN GROWING HEMLOCK
T· HE h. ardwood type which comprises over 80 per cent of the forest onupland soils has in the past been so managed that a mixed hardwood
forest was maintained.
Within recent years the policy of planting white and red pines on cut-
over hardwood lands and converting to stands of pine has been advocated.
Undoubtedly either white or red pine will produce, in a given time, far
more material with a higher total stumpage value per acre than will the
hardwood type. To produce pure pine stands requires an initial investment
in planting the pines and expenditures for two or more freeing operations
before the pine can be established in a dominant position among the hard-
wood sprouts. In the case of white pine, additional expenditures for pro-
tection against insect enemies and plant diseases are required. Under
these circumstances it is open to question as to whether the net returns will
43
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be greater from the hardwood type or from the artificially produced pine
stands.
The purpose of this bulletin is to emphasize the possibility and de-
sirability of pursuing a third plan; namely, the gradual conversion of
hardwood stands to hemlock by natural means without expense. As-shown
in the preceding pages, the growth rate of hemlock stands is higher ~than .
that of oak stands.
The rapidity with which the conversion to hemlock can' be accomplished
depends upon the amount 'of hemlock in the stand at the time conversion
is started. As a minimum requirement, if hemlock reproduction is lacking, .
there must be a hemlock tree of seed bearing age within seeding distance
of the area to be converted to hemlock.
Each stand will differ as to the amount of hemlock contained or the '
nearness to seed trees and hence presents an individual problem in con-
version.
A brief description of the natural process of change from hardwood ' to
hemlock, with a statement as to the .,silvicultural practice whereby conver-
sioncan be encouraged, will be helpful in deciding upon ' the treatment
most suitable for any individual stand.
It was stated previously that when the factors of clear cutting and fire
operate over a series of years, hemlock may temporarily be driven out of
a given area. In some cases there may be blocks of forest hundreds of
acres in extent upon which not a single hemlock tree occurs. As soon as
continuous fire protection is maintained hemlock seedlings commence to
appear near the boundaries of the area adjacent to hemlock seed trees. In
the course of time hemlock may again be 'distributed over the entire area.
The amount of hemlock brought in may be increased greatly,provided,
the scattered hemlock trees are left staJ!ing when the hardwoods are cut
clear. See Fig. 4. One to ten such trees per acre left after a clear cutting
may result in establishing a reprdduction of hemlockfon:ning a continuous
understory beneath the next hardwood crop. Hemlock is quite windfirm,
even though it has a shallow root system. In stands which have been clear
cut, with a few hemlock seed trees left, there is only a moderate loss from
windfall.
There are to-day many mixed stands containing hemlock and hardwoods
in varying proportions and conditions. Usually the hemlock forms a more
or less complete understory with a few hemlock trees sharing in the main
canopy. These mixed stands, in numerous instances, will be the starting
point in the attempt to secure a pure hemlock stand.
44
Fig. 4. Group of seed trees left after logging. The trees
are 45 feet in height and 4 to 6 inches in D.B.H. Crown
occupies two-thirds of total height.
Fig. 5. A cutting which removed the hardwoods and some
of the merchantable hemlock. Saltonstall Tract, New
Haven Water Company.
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It can be seen from Table IX that the rate of growth aft~r liberation i~
increased almost 20 times.
Observation on a limited number of trees indicates that height growth
also increases greatly after the trees are freed from a hardwood cover.
The effect of an overstory of 'oaks on the height growth of hemlock ,is
well demonstrated by sample plots 30 and 32, taken close together at West
Point, New York, on land of the same site quality. Both pl9ts were 30 years
of age.
Plot 30 had grown free of hardwoods, while plot 32 had an overstory of
oa:k above the hemlock.
The average height of the dominant trees on plot 30 was 26 feet and on
plot 32 only 20 feet.
Both unevenaged and evenaged stands of pure hemlock may result from
the conversion of the hardwood to the hemlock type.
A pure hemlock stand can be developed cheaply and easily in the manner
described. It may take a long time to accomplish the operation;
Having secured a pure hemlock stand can ~uch a type be successfully .
cut and replaced by another stand of ,the same composition? As yet a
definite answer has not been worked out for this question. Observations
indicate that the seedbed conditions favorable for the germination of hem-
lock seed and development of hemlock seedlings are also equally favorable
for black birch, a species which is abundant enough to be within seeding
range of practically every stand.
The black birch grows rapidly in the seedling stage and outstrips the
hemlock. Many other hardwood species possess ,this ability. Under a fully
stocked stand of hemlock none of the hardwood species common to the
region are able to maintain seedlings. As soon as a hemlock stand is cut
clear, various hardwoods seed in. They also reproduce in openings made
by cuttings or otherwise in a hemlock stand. ' .
I t is possible by a variety of cuttings in a pure hemlock stand to en;.
courage the establishment of an excellent hemlock reproduction.
Dense ' reproduction of hemlock occurs where the mineral soil is ex..
p6~e<:l, as is often the case on clear cut areas. A moist bed composed of
hardwood leaves also makes a good seedbed. See Fig. 7. In one locality
where an opening in the canopy had been caused by the cutting of several
large trees a quadrate six by six feet was laid off. In this area were cou~ted
900 (atthe rate of over; one million per acre) hemlock seedlings one to
four inches in heightanu 'two to four years old, together with 100 hardwood
seedlings, chiefly black birch, six to eight inches in 'height.
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Fig. 6~ This stand was mixed hardwood and hemlock before conversion to pure hem-
lock by a group selection cutting. Saltonstall Tract, New Haven V,Tater Company.
Fig. 7. Dense hemlock reproduction under an overstory of mixed oaks. West Point,
New York. Taken near plot 32.
Fig. 8. A stand of black birch 2 to 4 inches in diameter
and 30 to 40 feet in height ·with a hemlock understory
I to 2 inches in diameter and 15 to 20 feet in height. The
two species are of the same age and must have started at
the same time. Land of Geo. Cromie near New Haven,
Connecticut.
THE EFFECT OF GRAZING
Hemlock produces seed abundantly at two to three year intervals. Favor-
able conditions for reproduction are likely to occur following cuttings, since
root competition is lessened. If cuttings can be made not later than the
spring following a .seed year, chances for successful regeneration are in-
creased.
Unfortunately at the same time that hemlock reproduces, black birch
or other hardwoods start with or closely follow the hemlock and outstrip
it in height growth. See Fig. 8. If several cleanings are made, the hemlock
seedlings can be brought .through to form a pure hemlock stand. This,
however, is expensive.
It may be advisable to follow nature more closely~ Enough of the hem-
lock reproduction will persist under the hardwood seedlings to form an
qncierstory. This understory eventually will be freed by cutting clear the
hardwoods.
Thus, alternate crops of hardwood and hemlock may be produced, the
hemlock trees developing to a size of I to 6 inches in diameter and 10 to
50 feet in height beneath the hardwood crop.
Further investigation may result in finding a simple and inexpensive
method of maintaining the pure hemlock type continuously. In the light
of present knowledge it appears impracticable under .average conditions.
Pure stands of hemlock or hardwood stands with a considerable mixture
of hemlock, when cut clear, give rise to a heavy slash of tops and
branches. As yet the effect of this slash on the amount and character of
reproduction has not been in.vestigated. From the fire protection stand-
point, the removal of the slash would be desirable. Whether by proper
treatment of the slash, the amount of hemlock reproduction can be in-
creased in proportion to hardwood reproduction, and a succeeding crop
of pure hemlock be secured, remains ·to be determined.
THE EFFECT OF GRAZING
ONE factor, influential in producing pure hemlock stands, has not yetbeen discussed. This is the grazing of domestic animals in pastures
in or adjoining wooded areas. Cattle and horses are the principal animals
pastured. Grazing animals have the effect of reducing the ground cover and
litter, which is likely to encourage hemlock reproduction. Further, and
more important, the animals browse upon the hardwood seedlings and
sprouts, but do not injure the hemlock. The reduction of competition in
this way between hardwoods and hemlock is frequently the decisive factor ,
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in enabling the hemlock seedlings to gain the ascendancy. Once the hem-
lock has overtopped the hardwoods a pure stand of hemlock is assured.
Most of the pure hemlock stands in which yield plots were taken in this
investigation originated through the influence of the grazing factor. Some
stands which had started on the edges of fields formerly cultivated were
found.
Pure helnlock stands which started as an understory beneath hardwoods
and finally were freed by the removal of the hardwoods can be found.
These stands are readily distinguished from those which originated on
old fields or pastured areas by the period of suppression through which
the individual trees passed in youth.
SUMMARY OF SILVICULTURAL PRACTICE
FROM what has been said in the preceding pages, it is evident thatthe amount of hemlock in the hardwood type may be increased mate-
rially and in the .course of time pure stands of heml<?ck secured by fol-
lowing certain lines of procedure. These may be summarized as follows:
I. Afford continuous protection from fire.
2. In all cuttings, preserve young hemlock even though overtopped by
other trees.
3· When thinnings and improvement cuttings are made, select the
trees for removal in such a way as to encourage the development of over-
topped hemlock.
4. In cutting stands of mixed hardwood and hemlock, leave one to ten
thrifty hemlock seed trees per acre. These trees while providing the seed
for starting a crop of hemlock seedlings, will grow rapidly in dia~eter
and height.
5. When stands, containing hemlock or .with hemlock seed trees adj a-
cent, are to be cut heavily, graze the area for several years before and after
the cutting.
6. When pure stands of hemlock are to be reproduced, a shelterwood
cutting, if the stand is evenaged, or a group selection cutting if uneven-
aged, should result in starting abundant hemlock reproduction. Black
birch and possibly other hardwoods will become established at the same
time. If the treatment listed under point 5 is carried out, the black birch
and other hardwood reproduction may be kept down sufficiently for the
establishment of another pure hemlock stand.
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THE FORM OF HEMLOCK
FOUR hundred and eighteen trees ranging from 4 to 32 inches indiameter breast high were measured at 8 or 8. I 5 foot intervals up to
.a 4- or 6-inch point in the tips. In a few cases the 8 foot measurements were
continued all the way to the tip. On 55 trees measurements were taken at
each tenth of the stem above breast high. At each section the diameter in-
side 'bark and width of bark were measured.
Most of the field work was done by one man working alone using a
pole to determine length of the sections and measuring the trees behind
the saws before the logs were skidded out.
The majority of the trees were taken in the vicinity of New Haven.
Wide variations in site and density of stand are represented.
When the office work was undertaken of computing from the field meas-
urements tables of taper as a preliminary to the construction of volume
tables, the cooperation of the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station 'was
enlisted. Under the cooperative plan adopted Mr. C. Edward Behre of the
Station force, who already had investigated the form of several other
conifers,15 was assigned to work with Mr. P. H. Merrill in computing a
series of tapers f'or hemlock.
Mr. Behre was responsible for the methods used in computing and
deriving the tables of tapers. The description which follows of the details
of the work was prepared by Mr. Behre.
1. Preliminary Plotting. ,
Each tree was plotted on cross section paper, height above stump
on D.LB. (diameter inside bark), in order to visualize the shape of
the tree, eliminate root swell and interpolate the diameter at inter-
vals of I/ro of the stem above breast height.
a. The points at which measurements were taken were joined by
straight lines and the last point connected to the point representing
the tip of the tree. Where the points fell in a well-defined curve the
straight lines joining them up were replaced by smooth curves-
especially in the upper sections.
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b. Wherever the position of the point at breast height indicated a
distortion due to root swell the curve through the upper sections
was contlnued down to breast height to get the normal D.LB.
c. The portion above breast height was then divided into tenths by
placing an engineer's scale diagonally across the chart with its 0
at the same ordinate as the tip of the tree and some even number,
as "la," at the breast height ordinate. Marks were then placed on
the curve of the tree on the ordinates opposite the 1/10 intervals
on the scale.
d. In a few cases where the position of the midpoint indicated that
it was radically out of line with the rest of the measurements, an
appropriate adjustment was made by drawing a smooth curve be-
tween the next upper and lower points of measurement. In general,
however, no attempt was made to smoo~h off the normal eccen-
tricities of the plotted points.
e. In general all trees on which the last point of measurement fell
below the middle of the stem above breast height were discarded.
Exceptions to this rule were made in the case of trees with at least
three points of measurement all falling on a smooth curve between
the tip and breast height.
f. From this plotting taper measurements at 1/10 intervals were
read for 303 trees.
2. Conversion of Percentile Tapers .
The tapers read from the curves were converted into percentages
of the normal D.I.B. at breast height by slide rule calculations and
checked by a second operator.
3. Sorting and Averaging.
The trees were sorted according to form quotients into eight form
classes-4S, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80, and then further sub;..
divided into those for which the taper measurements in the field ex-
tended more than 70 per cent of the height above breast height and
those for which the tops had been interpolated for more than the
last two intervals. One hundred and one ,trees fell into this latter
class.
The percentile tapers at each tenth of the stem were then totaled
and averaged-all calculating being checked. The results showed











With hemlock the situation was radically different. The species occurs
mainly in mixture with hardwoods. Pure stands usually gave evidence of
having been overtopped by hardwoods at some previous time. Practically
all the pure, evenaged, free grown stands are found in small patches inter~
spersed by patches of other growth in pastures or on fields formerly
cultivated. Such stands are rare and of small area. An "area of as much
as one acre of pure, evenaged, free grown hemlock is exceptional.
To pursue the plan usually adopted of taking only fully stocked plots
selected in these small and infrequent stands would have prevented
making a yield table at all. It became necessary in order to get enough
plots to take plots in all the pure, evenaged, free grown hemlock stands
whether fully stocked or not.
There was an additional reason justifying such a course. What con-
stituted a normally stocked stand of hemlock was not known. Hemlock
with its dense foliage prevents the growth of other species and of its own
seedlings under the crown. It has a widespreading crown habit. A few
trees may completely occupy the crown space on an acre and cast so dense
a shade as to keep the forest floor free of ground cover, underbrush, and
reproduction. On the other hand, with its shade enduring capacity, hem-
lock may maintain to an advanced age a large number of stems per acre.
Contrast Plot 59 (Table XV) with 881 trees per acre and Plot 54 with
257 trees per acre, both on the same site and each occupying 100 per cent
of the area o£ the acre. The yield of Plot 59 is 30,958 feet board measure
of dimension lumber while that of Plot 54 is only 10,992 feet board
measure. Which is normally stocked?
It is evident from observation checked by computations that relatively
few of the plots measured represent a high degree of stocking. Most plots
are far below what is possible as shown 'by occasional stands. The yield
table is based mainly on plots which are known to be more sparsely stocked
than is possible in nature. Hence the values in the yield tables are looked
upon as conservative.
The area of the plots ranged from groups less than one-tenth of an acre
in size up °to one plot of 1.41 acres. Only 15 of the plots are 7i acre or
larger in size. It is recognized that plots should be larger, but it was im-
possible to find enough plots even as ' large as 74 acre. In some cases plots
with irregular boundaries were used though the practice was to layout
square or rectangular plots. Boundaries ·were run out with a staff compass
and measured with a steel tape. Great care was used to include within
the plot all space which was properly assignable to the stand on the plot.
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Boundaries were set at the edges of the crowns of the trees in ·the plot
and where open areas occurred on the plot edges part of these open spaces
were included.
All trees one inch and over in diameter breast high were measured with
calipers and tallied by inch classes and by dominant, codominant, inter-
mediate, and overtopped crown classes.
Total height was measured on several dominant trees and in add~tion
heights of representative individuals of the .other crown classes were se-
cured. Most of the heights were taken with a Faustmann's hypsometer
checked in many cases by a Christen's hypsometer.
On most plots the average length of the live crown was measured.
Either the form point or crown length was measured on most of the
trees measured for total height.
Age of each stand was determined by measurements on sample trees.
Borings with a Swedish increment borer were made at six inches above
the ground on smaller trees and at breast high on trees whose center could
not be reached at the .lower position. .Thirty-six trees were measured at
both points. By averaging the difference between measurements taken at
the two points on the same trees the length of time required to grow from
six inches above ground to breast high was established. This was found to
be six years in free grown hemlock.
Measurements for height, age, and form point were made on 10 to 20
dominant trees per plot.
In order to determine the length of time required to grow from the
ground to various heights analyses of seedling growth were made on 125
seedlings.
Table XIV gives the results of this study indicating the years required to
grow from the ground to fixed heights.
Total age for each plot was found by adding the appropriate number
of years taken from Table XIV to the average age of the stand as deter-
mined from the increment borings.
Crown density was estimated for each plot. For this purpose crown
density was expressed decimally as the per cent of the surface of the plot
covered by hemlock crowns.
Notes were made on each plot concerning the site, slope, aspect, soil
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were measured and the exact form quotient computed for each tree. An
attempt was made to work out a correlation between form point and form
class but without success.
It was thought that form quotient would vary with the average size of
the trees. To test this theory the average form quotient was computed for
trees of each inch diameter class and ten-foot height class. The resulting
averages did not follow a regular trend. When averages were computed
by inch diameter classes irrespective of height a gradual decrease in form
quotient was found with increase in diameter. Table XVII shows the
result.
To apply this method in assigning a form class to each plot, the diameter
of the tree of average basal area in that plot is computed. The form class
corresponding to this diameter is looked up in Table XVI and taken as the
average form class of the plot. These values have been worked out for each
plot and are shown in Table XVII side by side with those secured by the
method of mental comparison.
On three plots trees were felled and measurements taken on sample trees
which enabled computation of the average form class of each of these plots.
A basis for judging approximately the form class of standing trees had
been developed during the work of measuring felled trees for volume.
Taking the three plots for which the average form class had been com-
puted as the basis of comparison, mental judgment was used to estimate
the form class of each of the remaining plots. The resulting average form
classes for the plots are given in Table XVII side by side with the values as
computed from use of the correlation of diameter class with form quotient
method.
The average form classes finally selected for the plots and used in
applying volume tables to the trees on the plots are the figures obtained
by the method of mental comparison and given in the columns headed
II in Table XVII.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE YIELD TABLE FROM
THE PLOT DATA
T HE final step required averaging the data secured on the individualplots in a manner to furnish the yield data presented in Table V.
The primary division in the yield table was made on the basis of average
height of dominant trees.12 The division between height classes was placed





For this purpose the height growth throughout life of average dominant
trees in three plots, nos. 41, 60, and 62, was measured and plotted on co-
ordinate paper, height on age..A separate curve was drawn for the trees
of each plot.
On the same paper the average heights of the dominant trees for each
of the remaining plots were plotted. A maximum and minimum curve was
drawn for the zone of points. The maximum and minimum curves for all
plots and the individual curves for plots 41, 60, and 62 were all in essen-
tial harmony.
A curve was then drawn from the point 80 ft.-80 years to zero allowing
approximately the same trend and rate of fall as that of the maximum curve
slightly above it and the curve for Plot 62 nearest the 80 ft.-80 years'
values. It was then projected on to 110 years more at a tangent.
From the point 70 ft.-80 years the second height class curve was laid
off to zero and projected to 110 years with slightly less rise than the
previous one. It was given a trend which was related to the first height
class curve and to curves of plots 62 and 41. In a similar manner the
curves for height classes 60 ft. at 80 years and 50 ft. at 80 years were
drawn.
Each of the plots was then allocated to the height class nearest to which
they fell. Table XVIII shows the allocation of the plots to height classes.
Of the 56 plots measured 4 fall in the lowest height class, 50 feet at
80 years, 20 plots in the 60 feet class, 19 plots in the 70 feet class, and
13 plots in the highest class. Several of the plots on better soils had heights
above the 80 feet at 80 years curve. It is believed from study of the
present distribution of hemlock and probable distribution under complete
fire protection and less severe cuttings that at least one more height
class; namely, 90 feet at 80 years should eventually be added to the
yield table. This is an added factor making the values as a whole more
conservative.
The heights in feet at even decades were read off the height class
curves and will be found in the second column of Table V.
Another point which has tended to decrease heights of the dominant
trees at a given age is the understacking of many of the plots. Bruce has
demonstrated the fact that height growth on fully stocked plots is greater
than on those understocked.16
When the attempt was made to keep the plots separate by height classes
according to the allocation of plots as given in Table XVIII, and to draw
up for the plots assigned to each height class individual curves-a curve for
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of the zone of plotted points. The interval between the maximum and
minimum curves for each set of values was divided into four proportionate
C'\ones and a curve representing each height class was drawn through the
,enter of each zone.
As the plots should lie in approximately the same relation for both yield
~n dimension lumber and for yield in ties the same plots were grouped in
determining yield in ties as were used for dimension lumber yield. For
example, those plots lying in the top zone for dimension lumber were used
in the top zone for ties.
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